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Challenge

• Modern critical infrastructures have a large number of assets, managed by 
multiple stakeholders. 

• The security of these complex systems depends critically on the 
interdependencies between these assets. 
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Contribution

We propose a systematic framework for optimal and strategic 
allocation of defense resources in interdependent large-scale networks. 
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Related Work
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• Interdependent Security Games: each node is a decision-maker.
• [Laszka et. al., ACM CSUR 2014, Hota and Sundaram, GameSec 2015, …]

• Two player attacker-defender games
• Stackelberg Security Games [Jain et. al., AAMAS 2013, …]
• Colonel Blotto Games [Gupta et. al., GameSec 2014, …] 
• Network Interdiction Games [Israeli and Wood, Networks 2002, …] 

• Our framework captures externalities between the above two extremes.
• Multiple defenders, each responsible for a set of assets.
• The assets that belong to multiple defenders are interdependent. 

• Closely related work:
• Multidefender Security Game [Lou et.  al., 2016] 



• A directed graph where each node 
represents an asset in a networked system. 

• Multiple defenders, denoted by the set 𝐷, 
each responsible for a subset of assets. 

• When an asset 𝑢# is compromised, it can be 
used to attack asset 𝑢$ if (𝑢#, 𝑢$) is an edge. 

• 𝑝#,$) ∈ (0,1] : the probability of the above 
attack being successful. Independent across 
edges.

• 𝐿# ≥ 0: loss experienced by the defender if 
asset 𝑢# is attacked successfully. 

A
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		𝑢#

Interdependency Graph
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Attack Probability
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• Defense strategies reduce the attack 
probabilities of the edges. 

• Joint strategy profile
x = (x5, x2, … , x 7 ),

where each x8 drawn from a convex and  
compact subset of ℝ:; . 

• Let ℙ=: set of paths from A to 𝑢=

• The attack probability on a node 𝑢= due to a 
given path 𝑃 ∈ ℙ=is

? 𝑝#,$
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AB,AC ∈D

(x)
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Cost of a Defender
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• The cost of a defender 𝐷E is given by

𝐶E(x) ≜ H 𝐿= max
D∈ℙK

? 𝑝#,$

�

AB,AC ∈D

(x)
�

AK∈LM

• Captures the notion of  “weakest link.” 

𝑉2
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• x#,NE : defense allocation by defender 𝐷E on edge (𝑢#, 𝑢$).

• Multiple defenders can potentially assign defense 
resources on a single edge. 

Defense Strategies
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	𝑢# 	𝑢$
x#,NE



• x#,NE : defense allocation by defender 𝐷E on edge (𝑢#, 𝑢$).

• Multiple defenders can potentially assign defense 
resources on a single edge. 

More Generally:

• Let T8: ℝQ; → R|U| be a linear map that transforms defense strategy of 
defender 𝐷E, denoted by x8, to the edges of the graph. 

• T8x8 #,$: defense allocation by defender 𝐷E on edge (𝑢#, 𝑢$).

Defense Strategies
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	𝑢# 	𝑢$
x#,NE



• x#,NE : defense allocation by defender 𝐷E on edge (𝑢#, 𝑢$).

• Multiple defenders can potentially assign defense 
resources on a single edge. 

More Generally:

• Let T8: ℝQ; → R|U| be a linear map that transforms defense strategy of 
defender 𝐷E, denoted by x8, to the edges of the graph. 

Defense Strategies
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	𝑢# 	𝑢$
x#,NE

	𝐷5

A

	𝐷2𝑇5 =
1
0 	

𝑇2 =
0
1 	

Example: Edge-based defense strategy

• Defender 𝐷5 can only defend the edge (𝐴, 𝐷5). 
• 	𝐷2 only defends (𝐴, 𝐷2). 
• x5 and x2 are scalars. 



Transformation of Probabilities
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• Define the length of an edge 𝑖, 𝑗 as 𝑙#,$) ≜ − log 𝑝#,$) ∈ [0,∞)

• Under a joint defense strategy, the modified length is given by

𝑙#,$ x ≜ 𝑙#,$) +Hx#,N
E

�

E

= 𝑙#,$	 xb8 + x#,NE

	𝑢# 	𝑢$
𝑙#,$)

	𝑢# 	𝑢$
𝑙#,$) +Hx#,NE

�

E

Initial length Length under joint defense strategy x



Transformation of Probabilities
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• Define the length of an edge 𝑖, 𝑗 as 𝑙#,$) ≜ − log 𝑝#,$) ∈ [0,∞)

• Under a joint defense strategy, the modified length is given by

𝑙#,$ x ≜ 𝑙#,$) +Hx#,NE
�

E

• Equivalently 

𝑝#,$ x ≜ 𝑝#,$) exp −Hx#,NE
�

E

• Satisfies the assumptions in the 
Gordon-Loeb model.



Observation
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• The attack probability on a node 𝑢= due to a given path 𝑃 ∈ ℙ= is 

? 𝑝#,$

�

AB,AC ∈D

x = exp − H 𝑙#,$) +Hx#,NE
�

E

�

AB,AC ∈D

• Path with the highest attack probability has the smallest length. 



Equilibria in the Multidefender Game
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The cost of Defender 𝐷E can be stated as

𝐶E x8, xb8 ≜ H 𝐿= max
D∈ℙK

? 𝑝#,$

�

AB,AC ∈D

x
�

AK∈LM

																																					

												= H 𝐿= exp − min
D∈ℙK

H 𝑙#,$	 xb8 + x#,NE
�

AB,AC ∈D

�

AK∈LM

Affine	in	x8 for	given	xb8

Convex	in	x8 for	given	xb8



Equilibria in the Multidefender Game
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The cost of Defender 𝐷E can be stated as

𝐶E x8, xb8 ≜ H 𝐿= max
D∈ℙK

? 𝑝#,$

�

AB,AC ∈D

x
�

AK∈LM

																																					

												= H 𝐿= exp − min
D∈ℙK

H 𝑙#,$	 xb8 + x#,NE
�

AB,AC ∈D

�

AK∈LM

Affine	in	x8 for	given	xb8

Convex	in	x8 for	given	xb8

Theorem
The	multidefender	game	is	an	instance	of	concave	game	[Rosen,	
Econometrica,	1965]	and	a	pure	Nash	equilibrium	exists.	



Computing Best Response
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min
g∈ℝh

i ,j∈ℝh
kM
			 H 𝐿=𝑒bgK

�

AK∈LM

s.t. y$ − yn − x#,NE ≤ 𝑙#,$	 xb8 , ∀ edge (𝑢#, 𝑢$)

yq = 0

1rxE ≤ 𝐵E

Theorem
The	best	response	of	Defender	𝐷E can	be	computed	by	solving	the	following	
convex optimization	problem.

y=:  feasible potential of 
node 𝑢=, at most the 
length of the shortest 
path from node 𝑢q
yq :  potential of 
attacker node

	𝑢$	𝑢#

y$ ≤ yn +Hx#,NE
�

E
Budget constraint



Computing Best Response
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Theorem
The	best	response	of	Defender	𝐷E can	be	computed	by	solving	the	following	
convex optimization	problem.

y=:  feasible potential of 
node 𝑢=, at most the 
length of the shortest 
path from node 𝑢q

• When the graph does not have a cycle of negative length, a feasible potential exists 
and the potential at every node is equal to the length of the shortest path from the 
source [Cook et al, 1998]. 

min
g∈ℝh

i ,j∈ℝh
kM
			 H 𝐿=𝑒bgK

�

AK∈LM

s.t. y$ − yn − x#,NE ≤ 𝑙#,$	 xb8 , ∀ edge (𝑢#, 𝑢$)

yq = 0

1rxE ≤ 𝐵E



Observation
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• Given the defense strategies of other players, a player can compute 
her best response efficiently. 

• A social planner can efficiently compute optimal defense allocations 
over the entire network. 



Computing Nash Equilibrium
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• Expected loss of a player in the original formulation is non-
differentiable. 

• In the modified convex formulation, the constraints of a player 
depend on the strategies of other players. 
• Leads to a Generalized Nash Equilibrium Problem. 
• When each player values a single asset in the network, equilibrium strategies can 

be computed by solving a Linear Complementarity Problem [Sreekumaran, Hota 
and others, arxiv:1503.01100, 2015]. 

• In this work, we compute Nash equilibrium strategies by iteratively 
computing the best responses of the players. 



Case Studies
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Example – 1: SCADA Network
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Fig. 1: A SCADA system diagram of two interacting control systems
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Fig. 2: Interdependency graph for the SCADA system in Figure 1
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k

is to minimize the cost function given by
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subject to x
k

2 X
k

. In other words, a defender minimizes her expected loss,
where the probability of loss of an asset is given by the highest probability of
attack on any path from the source to that asset on the interdependency graph.

Strategic Attacker(s): Our model implicitly captures strategic attackers
by the choice of worst case attack probabilities on an asset in the cost function
in (1). In particular, an attacker aims to compromise assets that are valuable
to the defenders and chooses a plan of attack (by exploiting the interdepen-
dencies between the assets) that has the highest probability of success. We can
model attackers with di↵erent capabilities by appropriately varying the initial
probabilities on each edge. As a result, our model allows the defenders to assess
their security risks and compute defense allocations (as we discuss later in this
section) without the need for detailed modelling of attacker objectives.

As an example of a setting that can be modeled within our framework, con-
sider the SCADA based control system shown in Figure 1. There are two control
subsystems, with interdependencies due to a shared corporate network and a
common vendor for the remote terminal units (RTUs). Figure 2 shows the re-
sulting interdependency graph. We further discuss this setting in Section 3.

2.1 Defense Strategies

As noted above, the defense resources reduce the attack probabilities on the
edges of the interdependency graph. Accordingly, we introduce a transformation

• Two interdependent control 
subsystems. 

• Shared corporate network.

• Common vendor for remote 
terminal units (RTUs). 



Expected Loss at Equilibrium
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• Total budget: 20 and 40, respectively.
• Edge-based defense. 
• Individual defense: Each player can assign resources within its subsystem. 
• Joint defense: a player can defend anywhere in the network. 

When the budgets are asymmetric, it is in the selfish interest for the player with a 
higher budget to defend certain assets of the other player.

3 RTUs 30 RTUs



Example – 2: Distributed Energy Resource
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Fig. 4: Interdependency Graph of NESCOR DER.1 failure scenario [13]

in attack graphs). In contrast, the nodes in Figure 2 correspond to disparate
devices in the SCADA network. Furthermore, multiple attack steps can occur
within a single device; all the intermediate nodes that belong to a common device
are shown to be within a box in Figure 4. For example, nodes w3, w4, w5, w6, w7
belong to the Human-Machine Interface (HMI) of the photovoltaic (PV) system.
The node S represents the entry point of an attack, the nodes G0 and G1 rep-
resent the final target nodes that compromise the PV and electric vehicle (EV)
components of the DER. A more detailed description is available in [13].

We treat the security argument graph Figure 4 as the interdependency graph,
and compute the globally optimal and Nash equilibrium strategies for two classes
of defense strategies, i) edge-based defense, where a decision-maker defends every
edge independently, and ii) device-based defense (such as IP-address randomiza-
tion), where each device receives a defense allocation. In the second case, all the
incoming edges to the nodes that belong to a specific device receive identical
defense allocations. In the decentralized case, there are two players, who aim
to protect nodes G0 and G1, respectively. In addition, each player experiences
an additional loss if the other player is attacked successfully. This is captured
by adding the extra node G which has edges from both G0 and G1 with attack
probabilities equal to 1. Both players experience a loss if node G is compro-
mised. We randomly initialize the attack success probabilities on the edges in
our experiments, though more appropriate values can be used in real scenarios.

We plot the ratio of total expected losses under the socially optimal and
PNE strategy profiles, for both edge-based and device-based defense strategies,
in Figures 5a and 5b, respectively. As the figures show, at a given total budget,
the ratio of the expected losses at the social optimum and at a PNE is smaller
when there is a larger asymmetry in the budgets of the individual players. In
other words, when the individual players have similar defense budgets, the total
expected loss at Nash equilibrium is not much larger than the expected loss
under a globally optimal defense strategy.
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DER Management System Server
( DERMS Server )
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Router / Firewall
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Fig. 3: System topology modeling (CyberSAGE screenshot).

Fig. 4: A security argument graph generated by CyberSAGE,
for assessing DER.1 over example system of Fig. 3.

ships among them. This is done using extension templates as
we defined in our previous work [6]. Intuitively, an extension
template is a formal reusable rule for connecting a security-
related statement or claim with relevant supporting arguments,
which also carries the logic about how numerical evidence
associated with supporting arguments affect metrics associated
with the higher level statement. Our CyberSAGE tool supports
the description of extension templates as rule files.

We have studied all 25 DER examples, for which we look
beyond the templates from our previous work [6] and define
15 new extension templates. For the DER.1 example, 7 out
of these 15 are applicable: Software Access, Network Access,
Physical Access, Send Command, Process Command, Change
Configuration and Physical Operation. As an example, the
logic in the Software Access extension template specifies that
access to software on a specific device depends on: 1) its
previous activity step, i.e., access to the corresponding device
(either physically or through network), and 2) the relevant
system properties (e.g., the access control mechanisms for the
particular software), and 3) the requirement for the attacker
(e.g., access to credential information and IT skill level).

Our Software Access extension template also quantifies
the probability of exploiting vulnerabilities to gain software
access as a function of system and attacker properties. For
example, Table I shows that an attacker can gain software
access by exploiting either weak authentication or unchanged
default password. It specifies different values of probability p
for successfully exploiting some vulnerability, given a certain
attacker property. The example values in the table show that an
attacker with high IT skill can exploit the weak authentication
with probability p = 0.8, while an attacker with low IT skill
can only do so with probability of p = 0.1. On the other hand,
exploiting the unchanged default password vulnerability is less
sensitive to an attacker’s IT skill level. In the example, p � 0.9
even for an attacker with low IT skill.

Step 2: Security argument graph generation: The first
step distils the knowledge embedded in a failure scenario by
breaking different pieces apart and identifying their logical
relationships. Step 2 uses this information to examine a specific
system, by creating a security argument graph that connects
security-related information to reason about the security level
of the studied system. As opposed to the examples in our
earlier work [6], [16] where the security argument graph is
to argue about a positive goal (e.g., system availability), in the
NESCOR failure scenario analysis we use the threat agent’s
goal (i.e., to cause the failure to occur) as the focal point to
generate the security argument graph. To generate the security
argument graph, end users need to first specify the details
about their system (see an example system in Fig. 3) based
on the schema from step 1.1 and also indicate how the actors
in the mal-activity diagram (Fig. 2) map to the components
in the system topology (Fig. 3). Based on these inputs, the
CyberSAGE tool can automatically apply suitable extension
templates from step 1.2 in a recursive manner to integrate
the mal-activity diagram, system, and attacker information and
generate a security argument graph.

In the following, we consider DER.1 over the example
system in Fig. 3, which consists of a photovoltaic (PV)
generator and an electric vehicle (EV) charging station. Our
assessment aims to examine the risk of failure in either system.
We use the CyberSAGE tool to map the mal-activity actors
DER-HMI and DER to two pairs: PV HMI and PV equipment,
and EV HMI and EV equipment, respectively. We also map
the initial starting position of attacker to WAN.

Fig 4 shows the generated security argument graph. From
top to bottom, the G nodes represent the attacker’s goal,
the yellow W nodes correspond to steps in the mal-activity
diagram (with the special green nodes indicating the starting
states), the blue S nodes represent the system components, and
finally the A node represents the attacker.

As shown, the goal node G (the failure scenario occurs)
holds if either G0 or G1 holds, which are two sub-goals that
correspond to the failure of the PV and EV system respectively.
This OR relationship is represented by the dotted edges 1 and
26. We follow the G0 branch (PV system) to explain the graph.
For attack to accomplish goal G0, the last activity step, i.e.,
physical-operation at DER device (see Fig. 2), as represented
by node W1 should occur. Node W1 depends on its previous
activity step (i.e., change-config at DER, represented by node
W2) and properties of the corresponding component (the PV
equipment, represented by node S1). By automatically and
repeatedly applying suitable extension templates, the Cyber-
SAGE generated graph further traces back to earlier steps in
the mal-activity diagram. Note that node W6, which represents
software-access to PV HMI, depends on the accomplishment
of either physical access step (node W7) or network access
step (node W8) over PV HMI. Node W6 also depends on
specific properties (e.g., default password vulnerabilities) of
PV HMI (node S2) and specific properties (e.g., IT skill) of
the attacker (node A), the latter dependency is highlighted by
the red edge 14. With CyberSAGE tool, one can click on
each node or edge to show and edit corresponding detailed
properties, such as relevant system vulnerabilities, required
attacker properties, etc. For node W8 (network-access to PV
HMI), since we assume the attacker’s entry point is from

• Instance of NESCOR failure 
scenario:

Attacker tries to gain access 
to the DER so that it does 
not trip during low voltage.

• Example network borrowed 
from [Jauhar et. Al., PRDC 
2015.] 

• Each node corresponds to an 
attack step.

PV HMI PV Equipment

Network access to PV HMI



• We plot   tnunvwv	xyz{|	}y~z
xyz{|	}y~z	{z	{	�{~�	U:wn|n��nwv against the total budget. 

• Inefficiency increases when 
a. total budget increases, and
b. difference in the budgets of the players increases. 

• Similar trends for both edge-based and node-based defenses.

Inefficiency of Equilibrium Investments
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Figure 4: Interdependency Graph of NESCOR DER.1 failure scenario [11]
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(a) Edge-based Defense
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(b) Device-based defense

Figure 5: The ratio of total expected losses of both defenders at the social optimum and a PNE in the DER.1 failure
scenario under two di↵erent defense strategies. The total budget is divided among the two defenders, and defender
1 receives a percentage of the total budget as indicated in the legend.

In addition, each player experiences an additional loss if the other player is attacked successfully.
This is captured by adding the extra node G which has edges from both G0 and G1 with attack
probabilities equal to 1. Both players experience a loss if node G is compromised.

We plot the ratio of total expected losses under the socially optimal and PNE strategy profiles,
for both edge-based and device-based defense strategies, in Figures 5a and 5b, respectively. As the
figures show, at a given total budget, the ratio of the expected losses at the social optimum and at a
PNE is smaller when there is a larger asymmetry in the budgets of the individual players. In other
words, when the individual players have similar defense budgets, the total expected loss at Nash
equilibrium is not much larger than the expected loss under a globally optimal defense strategy.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

We presented a game-theoretic framework that enables systematic analysis of security trade-o↵s in
interdependent networked systems. For a general class of defense strategies, the computation of
optimal defense allocation for a defender is equivalent to solving a convex minimization problem.
We also proved the existence of a pure Nash equilibrium for the game between multiple defenders.
The SCADA network and DER.1 case studies illustrate how our framework can be used to study
the security of interdependent systems at di↵erent levels of abstraction, from individual attack steps
in the DER.1 scenario to an entire organization (vendor in the SCADA example) being abstracted
to a single node. Our framework can be readily applied in practice by individual stakeholders to

9

Percentage denotes the fraction of total 
budget that belongs to the PV defender.



Summary and Conclusion
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• Proposed a general framework to compute optimal and game-
theoretic defense allocation under network interdependencies. 

• Demonstrated its applications in industrial control systems and the 
smart grid. 

• Future work:

• Analytical investigations on the equilibrium computation problem
• Theoretical bounds on Price of Anarchy
• Validation of this approach in large-scale practical problems



Thank you!


